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Dark lady c2005
Ring the bell in the steeple.
Ggather round all your people.
The sentence is death on this autumn day.
A word of christ thou did betray.
Oh why must she burn on the pire.
The stake is high but the flame is higher.
Who are thee to pass judgement on.
When the one with the gift of sight is now gone.
At the stake in the sun dark lady burns.
When the time is now dark lady for you to return.
Yeah, 
Dark lady please return.
Ancient mysteries of ages ago, 
Have all been dismissed by the powers bestowed.
Emblems relics and the paintings of many, 
Have all been scattered round now and you can't find
any.
And the people who could expose these thieves, always
caring for families.
Who are they to pass judgement on.
When the one with the gift of god is now gone... 
At the stake in the sun dark lady burns.
Well the time is now dark lady for you to be heard
yeah... 
Dark lady return... 
Sex by the fireside halloween has arrived put on your
mask and be yourself the ritual will proceed.
Torches blaze round the fire.
Nature calls with her desire! 
Thirteen strong would make it right.
Let's just do the deed.
Just do thje deed!!!!!! 
Full moon with a shine tilts the earth to turn the tide.
With this force to feel my hunger ten times over done
Chants begin to flow
Dark lady wont let go
Everything is in it's place the energy is one
We have won
At the stake in the sun dark lady burns
And the time has come dark lady for you to be heard
yeah
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Dark lady return!
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